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New insight on compressive stress generation during thin film

growth by sputter deposition
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Understanding the physical mechanisms controlling thin film growth is of

vital importance to obtain the desired microstructure and tailor intrinsic

stress level. Low-mobility materials, like Mo, are usually subjected to large

compressive stress when films are deposited using energetic PVD processes

like ion beam or magnetron sputtering. This is due to the incorporation of

growth-induced defects, by an “atomic peeening” process. However, the

exact mechanisms governing incorporation of excess atoms are not yet

elucidated.

In-situ substrate curvature measurements, using a multi-beam laser set-up,

provide a very sensitive and real-time determination of stress evolution

during magnetron co-sputter deposition of Mo1-xSix thin films. The choice of

this system was guided by the remarkable ability of modifying grain size,

from ~10 nm up to ~1 µm by appropriate choice of seed layer and film

composition. The influence of growth energetics (by varying the Ar pressure

and/or substrate biasing), growth kinetics (varying the atom flux) and film

grain size on the stress evolution during growth was systematically

investigated. To interpret the stress data, and elucidate processing –

structure relationship, a detailed ex-situ microstructural and elastic strain

characterization has been performed, using XRD, AFM and HRTEM.

Compressive stress evolution due to atomic peening is observable only

above a first critical energy threshold. Grain-size dependence of stress

confirms that defect creation is confined to the grain boundaries. Further

increase of the deposited energy results in a second threshold causing the

creation of additional volume defects, i.e. expansion of the unit cell. Finally,

a deposited energy – composition space diagram is proposed depicting the

existence of distinct stress state (biaxial or hydrostatic) as revealed by XRD

on ion irradiated samples, and evidencing the strong dependence of the

critical energy thresholds with the intrinsic properties of the material.
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